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(photo Neale Duckworth, The Herald [29 May 1982]:11)
Figure 1. Left: Jan McDonald Artistic Director of WEST theatre company
Right: Storming Mont Albert By Tram TheatreWorks 1982. ‘Daniel O’Rourke’
(Peter Sommerfeld) ‘hijacks’ the tram from Ticket Inspector ‘Morris Stanley’
(Paul Davies)
An Inciting Incident
At approximately 9.17 pm on the 26th of February 1982 in Victoria Parade
Richmond, two buses containing Bus, Son of Tram (heading north towards
Fitzroy), blocked the tracks of a tram carrying the world premiere of Storming
Mont Albert By Tram (heading east towards Hawthorn). For several minutes
characters from both productions improvise an interaction out on the thin naturestrip between tram tracks and bitumen, while their respective audiences looked
on. According to Suzanne Spunner “(p)assengers in all vehicles were stunned
but sustained no injuries except for a debilitating contortion of the facial
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muscles.” 1 It was a collision of mobile, performative spaces that arguably, could
only have happened in Melbourne at that time (and not many places since). Like
‘Foucauldian black holes’ (performative heterotopia) the precincts of two
distinct plays had coalesced in real time and the spark created by their enduring
popularity helped foster an outbreak of site-specific work in Melbourne that
lasted well into the 1990s and continues to the present.2. Spunner identified the
“ancestry” of what took place that night in the “happenings and events of the late
1960s,” and went on to point out that in both productions “the usual division
between audience and performance is challenged, which gives rise to
ambiguities that are confronting and often hilariously funny.”
The Tram Show evolved over eight iterations from 1982 to 1994 on various tram
routes in both Melbourne and Adelaide, attracting a total of around twenty
thousand passengers and generating in today’s figures, roughly a million dollars
at the box office. Equally, Bus Son of Tram became a recurring and reliable hit
for the Banana Lounge’s Rod Quantock and Geoff Brookes who took their
nightly audiences to police stations, private clubs, family planning clinics, the
windows of expensive restaurants and whatever city-wide events happened to be
taking place at the time, which in February 1982 included the annual ‘Moomba’
Festival.

(photo Barry Weller, Australasian Post [8 Apr. 1982]:3)
Figure 2. Bus, Son of Tram (Rod Quantock 1982)
Left: Geoff Brookes re-opens the Herald Art Show and takes a ‘boat’ ride.
Right: Rod Quantock pauses at Moomba’s ‘Fool’s Window’.
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Suzanne Spunner, ‘Theatre on the Number 42’, The National Times. 11-17 (April
1982): 24.
2
See Julian Meyrick, "Filthy Spaces the Investment of Non-Theatre Venues in
Melbourne 1990-1995." Australian Viewings of Live Performance. Ed. Peta Tait.
(Amsterdam; New York: Rodopi, 2000) 154-76. In this time frame (1990-95) Meyrick
cites a total of 47 works produced outside purpose-built theatres, and finds that after
1990 the selection of sites becomes more varied to include “a fabric warehouse, a
textile factory, a deserted brewery, Luna Park funfair, and even a shopping mall.” He
adds that it is “a rare international festival now which does not have its quota of sitespecific work.” (171).
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This preference for performance in real places saw a number of spoken-word
dramas staged not only on trams, buses and a riverboat (‘really moving drama’),
but also private and public houses (The Pub Show, Living Rooms, Looking
In/Looking Out, Full House/No Vacancies), cinemas (DJ View), wedding
reception centres (Dimboola, Breaking Up in Balwyn), parks and gardens (Wind
in the Willows, Tales From the Horses Mouth, Edna for the Garden) camping
grounds (The Go Anywhere Show, Dick and Dolly Dickens), a gaol (Hard
Labour Mate), a woolen mill (Clyde Company Station), a carwash (Macbeth),
and various courts of law (A Royal Commission into the Absence of Corruption
in the Victorian Police Force).

(TheatreWorks Archive, Fryer Library)3
Figure 3. Posters for some indicative location plays of the 1980s
In Melbourne theatre practice the decade of the 1980s was the era of the
professional, self-governing ensembles: WEST, Murray River Performing
Group, The Mill, TheatreWorks, The Church, Melbourne Workers Theatre,
Whistling in the Theatre, Anthill, Crosswinds.4 These small, independent
companies, with their fluid and overlapping memberships constituted a
movement which Geoffrey Milne later dubbed the Second or ‘Next Wave’
(following on from the APG and Nimrod’s ‘New Wave’ of the 1970s).
Collectively, they created a body of work that by the late 1980s he would call
“the golden age of Melbourne alternative theatre”.5 These plays were also
3

Most of the TheatreWorks Archive (1980 – 1990) is now held at the Fryer Library at
the University of Queensland. Links to an extensive range of digitized copies are
available on line through the Library’s data base @UQeSpace.
4
Admittedly, and from time to time some of these companies were run by individual
artistic directors but the zeitgheist of the time was ensemble and collective – taking
inspiration from the Next Wave’s predecessors: the New Wave’s Australian
Performing Group, Popular Theatre Troupe, and Nimrod.
5
Geoffrey Milne. Theatre Australia (Un)Limited Australian Theatre since the 1950s
(New York: Rodopi, 2004). 295. For Milne the seminal year was 1988. For
TheatreWorks 1988 was also a high water mark with productions of Storming St.
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contemporary with other pioneering, site-specific works by companies such as
Brith Gof in Wales (with its first production Branwen in Harlech Castle in
1981), and Necessary Angel in Canada (with its ground breaking production of
1978
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John Krizanc’s Tamara in a house for the Toronto Theatre Festival also in
1981).
The following table presents a selection of Melbourne ‘s site-specific companies
of the 1980s and some of their indicative productions.

Year

Company

Play

Location

Kilda, Andrew Bovell’s After Dinner and the Awgie award winning On Shifting
Sandshoes (Paul Davies) – another tent show but done ‘in house’ in TheatreWorks’
Parish Hall.
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Other Influences
As Spunner indicates, much of the audacity of occupying public spaces for
performative purposes has a late 1960s’ inspiration (vide les événements de Mai
1968). Another contributing factor was the manifest intention of Melbourne’s
alternative theatre companies to reach out into the suburban/regional heartland as
avowedly ‘community theatres’. Here they were able to engage with audiences
not normally drawn to live drama; and in any case, purpose-built theatres were
often neither available nor appropriate.
While European site-specific performance, as proposed by Kaye6, Kwon7 and
others, can trace a genealogy back through minimalism in the visual arts,
6

Nick Kaye ed. Site Specific Art. London: Routledge, 2000.
Miwon Kwon, One Place after Another, Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity.
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2004).
7

7
Melbourne’s self-described ‘location plays’ derive more from a crossover of
personnel and techniques with the local, independent, filmmaking scene. By the
1980s Melbourne’s alternative cineastes were using the new, light-weight
technologies (16mm film and crystal-sync sound) to ‘locate’ dramatic scenes in
real places (if only out of budgetary necessity).

(frame capture: Paul Cavell)
Figure 4. Exits. Pat Laughren, Caz Howard, Paul Davies (1979).
Co-opting prior (graphic) occupations of public space
L-R: Paul Davies (‘George’), Pat Laughren (the ‘paper seller’).
Exits for example, was made with TheatreWorks’ actors and located all of its
scenes in the streets, pubs and theatres of Melbourne, mixing documented
moments in the Whitlam dismissal in 1975 with a fictional narrative reflecting
back on those events. As Figure 4 shows, certain scenes were staged in places
that had themselves been overlaid by a prior ‘graphic occupation’ in the form of
graffiti. Here the text of the existing message sprayed on a wall in Collingwood
(“Past, Present + Futile”) is co-opted, as ‘found art design’, into the ‘theme’ of
Exits: the sense of the powerlessness of individuals to effect (or ensure) any real
political change, and the consequent debasement of democracy that follows.
This is, in essence, what ‘George’, the main protagonist of the film, alleges took
place in 1975. Exits mixed dramatically reconstructed scenes inside an allegedly
‘documentary’ account of ‘les événements de November Onze’. So the idea of
performing fictional scenes in real places was really nothing new. The
complicating factor for live performance – in order to maintain a certain
authenticity between space of play and place of performance (and to put the
enterprise on a self sustaining footing by being able to charge a price for
admission) – was to do it in ‘real time’ in a properly contained space. Finding,
defining and occupying those spaces became a major preoccupation of
Melbourne theatre practice over the succeeding decade and the fertile
inventiveness with which it was done constitutes an important benchmark in
alternative theatre practice.
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Melbourne’s location plays of the 1980s were works that would now
comfortably sit under the rubric of “site-specific theatre” and, while still
somewhat overlooked,8 were at the cutting edge of what was happing globally at
that time. Although the term itself has become problematic and other descriptors
are also applied including: site-generic, site-responsive, site-sensitive, locative,
inter-active, space-specific, place-specific, site-based, site-suggestive,
environmental, pop-up, immersive, ecological, placial, post-dramatic, live-art,
interactive, metadrama, experiential and promenade theatre – a case perhaps of
‘post-dramatic stress disorder’. 9 These terms compete to describe what, for the
purposes of this article, are essentially spoken word dramas produced in real
places (found or otherwise). It is true there are important distinctions to be made
between works appropriate to only one site and others that could be staged in a
number of similar places or even plays that are simply given a unique alfresco
setting (like the many examples of Shakespeare’s works done in botanical
gardens or the local quarry). However, the more important questions here are:
why did these plays happen when the did, and how did they become so popular
with audiences? The short answers to which are: that they happened primarily
because of the confluence of 60’s political agit-prop, community outreach and
1970s independent filmmaking practice; and they succeeded because most of
these plays inhabited their places of performance in ‘authentic’ ways. This
authenticity validates the occupation of space that results, creating in turn a kind
of ‘harmonic resonance’ for audiences and performers alike between work and
site. Thus, site-specific sculptor, Richard Serra’s famous assertion that “to move
the work is to destroy the work”,10 infers an inviolable bond between location
and creation, ‘host’ and ‘ghost’, site and play.11 This connection, when it is
validated in the performative setting, allows spectators to become complicit with
the actors in an act of spatial transgression which in turn opens up sensory
8

Notable exceptions to this historical blindspot include Richard Fotheringham’s
collection of contemporary articles in Community Theatre in Australia. North
Ryde NSW: Methuen, 1987. See also John O'Toole’s The Process of Drama
Negotiating Art and Meaning. London: Routledge, 1992. and Rachel
Fensham’s "Location, Location, Location: Australian Theatre on Safari."
Meanjin 50. 2/3 Winter-Spring (1991): 241-51. Geoffrey Milne’s encyclopedic
Theatre Australia (Un)Limited Australian Theatre since the 1950s. Australian
Playwrights. Ed. Veronica Kelly. Amsterdam; New York: Rodopi, 2004, also
makes many references to these plays.
9 For a working definition of ‘site-specific’ theatre I refer to Fiona Wilkie’s
“performance occurring in non-theatre venues in which site is a vital element
instrumental in developing the theme or form of the work.” Fiona Wilkie, Out of Place
the Negotiation of Space in Site-Specific Performance. PhD. Diss. University of
Surrey, (2004) 1-2.
10
Kwon 73.
11
These are terms applied by Brith Gof’s Cliff McLucas (as qtd. In Kaye 128) and
Mike Pearson, Site-Specific Performance. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, (2010):
37.
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engagements beyond those of sight and hearing12 – effectively pushing the
theatrical experience into new territory (literally). Michel Foucault’s (and later
Kevin Hetherington’s) use of the medical term ‘heterotopia’ to describe social
spaces of alternate ordering provides a useful tool for mapping this common
playing area. It also allows an understanding of the kind of energy released when
certain fictional characters, with their invented ambitions and back stories,
collide with each other in a real place (as happened in the original tram/bus
‘collision’). A key attraction of site-specific performance lies, therefore, in the
creative instability of the ‘boundaries’ between fiction and non-fiction,
heterotopia and real world, that results.
Broadly speaking there were two types of location play: those that moved their
audiences from place to place (trams, boats, busses) and those where it was the
audience itself that moved – while the stages remained static. What follows is a
brief outline of the range of Melbourne plays produced in the 1980s involving
seven types of container (tram, bus, boat, tent, house, pub, cinema) each
requiring a different performative strategy. Such a survey is necessarily more
thematic than chronological, but outlines, albeit schematically, what I would
argue was a conscious and evolving radical experiment with space in
performance.
Perhaps the dominant example of the ambulatory-audience/static-stage template
were the various ‘house plays’. Here, in contrast to plays on moving vehicles,
any interaction with an outside gaze was limited, offering little opportunity to
bring in any sixth wall engagement between the event itself and an outside
world. 13 To counter this limitation the house plays found different ways of
immersing their audiences in the action, either as ghosts, as voyeurs, or fellow
participants, enabling an engagement at least through a fifth wall (between
audience members themselves). In addition, audiences could enjoy a kind of
‘global awareness’ of the ‘meta-event’ of the play as it unfolded in other rooms
throughout the house, all around them (simultaneously and in real time). Here
was another fatal intersection of Foucault’s “time and space.”14

12

Other senses which arrive largely as a result of the proximal relations of cast and
spectators, include, smell, touch, taste, balance and even potentially a kind of ‘sixth
sense’ as indicated in relation to the pheromone effect.
13
If we take Diderot’s fourth wall as a kind of invisible curtain hung across the
proscenium arch (separating actors and dramatic action from an audience sitting
opposite}, the fifth wall may be said to obtain between audience members
themselves, and a sixth wall between the total event of the play (actors and
audience) and an outside world sometimes looking back in. In the Tram and Bus
shows kind of ‘seventh wall’ also came into play via the mirror effect of a tram’s
window at night, framing a viewer’s perception of events with their own reaction.
14
Foucault, Michel. "Of Other Spaces." Trans. Jay Miskowiec. Diacritics 16 Spring
(1986): 22-27.
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House Plays (1979 – 1989)
If we discount Jack Hibberd’s Dimboola which was originally staged in
Melbourne’s tiny La Mama theatre (but later enjoyed numerous site-specific
productions in restaurants and wedding reception centres), arguably Melbourne’s
earliest ‘site-specific’ play was staged ‘on location’ in April 1979 by the
Women’s Theatre Group at the Victorian College of the Arts.15 Directed by Ros
Horin, this production of Irene Maria Fornés 1977 play, Fefu And Her Friends,
was mounted inside a large, art-deco house in Tennyson Street, Elwood.16 Like
Necessary Angel’s Tamara two years later, the Elwood house authenticates
Fefu’s staging as it evokes a 1920s aesthetic to accord with the play’s narrative
time-frame.

(photo: Theatre Australia June 1979)
Figure 5. Fefu and Her Friends (Maria Irene Fornés 1977)
VCA Production directed by Ros Horin April, 1979.
L-R: Caz Howard (back), Cathrine Lynch, Amanda Pile,
Amanda Ma, Lynn Howard, Hannie Rayson.
In Tamara the spatial strategy was for audience members to select a character
and follow them through the story (and the house).17 In Horin’s production the
15

This was a collective formed within the VCA and included three of TheatreWorks’
founding members: Caz Howard, Hannie Rayson and Susie Fraser.
16
It was tenanted at the time by fellow students from the VCA who made their home
available for performances.
17
In Brith Gof’s house play Tri Bydwyd (1995) the rooms were transparent (after a
tubular design inspired by Bernard Tschumi) so that the simultaneous scenes could
be witnessed all at the same time. This was not unlike Peter Sommerfeld’s design for
the set of TheatreWorks’ (and Hannie Rayson’s) first play, Please Return To Sender
(1980).
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audience were divided into four sub-groups who rotated (in different orders)
through scenes performed simultaneously in four different rooms. This was to be
the performative template for TheatreWorks’ Living Rooms and Full House/No
Vacancies some years later, although in Fefu’s pioneering instance the sitespecific location was a second option for Horin. Her first choice had been the
Great Hall of the National Gallery of Victoria, but when this became unavailable
the location shifted to the house in Elwood. As Suzanne Spunner noted:
The choice of a non-theatrical location did more than merely surmount the
technical difficulties – the setting positively enhanced the production and
measurably added to the final texture of the work…The effect of moving from
room to room and seeming to chance upon actors in conversation, with the
knowledge that at the same time in other rooms other conversations were taking
place which one had already heard, or was about to become privy to, created an
intimate domestic atmosphere and cast the audience into the not unwelcome role
of peripatetic voyeur.18
So here the subjectivity aimed for is unapologetically voyeuristic, yet the
atmosphere was “domestic” and “intimate” – both conditioning and validating
the emotional responses of the audience watching a play that happens to be
taking place in a house. Significantly, Spunner draws attention to the ‘metaevent’ of multiple scenes continuing throughout the house, something that
readily aids an audience’s immersion in the play. In Tamara, as noted, audience
members got to choose a particular character and followed them through the
house (and the story from that character’s point of view) – a factor which lead to
the phenomenon of people returning to Tamara for multiple viewings,
presumably in order to get more of the complete narrative picture.
Spunner herself was to join with Meredith Rogers, Barbara Ciszewska and
Rosalind Hill to form the Home Cooking Theatre Company (in 1981 to produce
Rogers’ and Ciszewska’s, I Am Whom You Infer at La Mama). This was another
Melbourne based site-specific company which, in October 1984, produced
Andrea Lemon’s Looking in…Looking Out in a private home in North Fitzroy.
Here the audience again became voyeurs, present but largely unacknowledged
and to that extent ‘absent’, as the three women of the play, Woman A, Woman
B, and Woman C (Meredith Rogers, Barbara Ciszewska and Mary Sitarenos) go
about their rituals of domestic behaviour as if nobody else is in the room. The
fashioning of subjectivity here and in other house plays does not necessarily
imply participation in the sense of Boal’s ‘spect-actors’,19 rather it is as much
about point of view: the moral, emotional and fashioned perspective of the
individual viewer/witness.
18

Suzanne Spunner, "Feminist and Feminine Fefu and Her Friends." Theatre
Australia (June 1979): 32.
19
Augusto Boal, The Rainbow of Desire, the Boal Method of Theatre and Therapy.
London: Routledge, 1995.
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Figure 6. Looking In…Looking Out Andrea Lemon 1984.
Panorama depicting the mirror-enhanced, audience point of view.
Barbara Ciszewska far right.
The audience for Looking In...Looking Out remained essentially static but they
could witness (via windows, mirrors and a video screen) scenes that took place
both inside and outside the house: in other rooms as well as out in the backyard.
The exterior scenes were visible through glass windows, aided by a large mirror
so placed as to reflect the outside back in (hence ‘looking in’ while ‘looking
out’). In this way the thematic internality of the piece, with some scenes
performed by the characters alone, is amplified by the spatial configuration of
the ‘stage’: the domestic setting itself.
For TheatreWorks, the key house play was Living Rooms (Paul Davies 1986)
which was produced in ‘Linden’, a once grand Victorian mansion built during
the period of “Marvellous Melbourne” a century earlier. Later the building
declined to a 26 room boarding house and by 1986 had been purchased by St.
Kilda council for restoration as an art gallery. In synch with this chronology, the
three acts of Living Rooms were each set in one of the large, downstairs rooms,
and evoke a key moment in the building’s (and the nation’s) history. These three
periods and the characters who embody them, eventually collide in a surreal
denouement (literally a collision of time and space) in the hallway.
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(photo Ruth Madison)
Figure 7. Living Rooms (1986): the Hallway Act. Surrounded by the ‘ghosts’ of
an audience, Monika (Caz Howard) confronts her husband ‘Leon’
(out of frame to the left).
In this way Linden itself functions as palimpsest for three distinctive historical
formations and the audience’s subjectivity is formed by different methodologies
of viewing, casting them variously as ghosts or guests, scrutineers and hidden
voyeurs, or simply fellow audience members attending ‘a performance art event’
(the Gallery Act).
In one act, set during Linden’s aristocratic heyday and located in the
heterochrony of 1900, spectators were arranged around four sides of an open
playing area sitting as largely unacknowledged ‘guests’ at a farewell party for
Lt. Michael Deegan who is about to sail with the second Victorian contingent to
the Boer War. The audience are present physically but absent from the narrative
at the same time, positioning them within an ambiguous, almost ghost-like point
of view: ‘there’ but ‘not there’.
A second act, set during Linden’s boarding house iteration, is located within the
heterochrony of 1972 on the eve of Gough Whitlam’s election as Prime Minister
(again the Whitlam theme).
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(photo Ruth Madison)
Figure 8. ‘Paul Border’ (Paul Davies) Living Rooms: the Flatette Act.
A traveller frozen in time awaits the audience buzzer
that will summon him to ‘life’.
Set in a ‘Flatette’ during Linden’s boarding house decline, the audience are
positioned behind a light scrim and thus rendered invisible to the actors. In this
way their mode of viewing is impeded or filtered, literally, by the scrim. Here
they are also present as witnesses, but now in an even more distancing manner,
as if looking in on some form of social experiment, like trainee medicos
observing an operation, or a team of detectives spying on an interrogation
through their one-way mirror. Just as the Drawing Room Act delivered a
colonial occupation within a heterotopia of elegance and wealth, the prevailing
subjective experience of the Flatette is one of deception and unease. A third act
(but not necessarily witnessed in this order) is projected slightly into the future
(from 1986) to the Bicentennial Year (1988), where Linden has finally been
resurrected from its boarding house decline and transformed into an art gallery
(as it currently remains). Here the audience were mixed with actors as fellow
attendees at an historical exhibition, a self-described ‘location theatre’, or
‘performance art event’.
This late twentieth century make-over of Linden as a public gallery was
emblematic of the re-gentrification that the surrounding suburb was currently
going through, and which TheatreWorks itself, by virtue of its growing profile,
had become a key cultural agent for. Consequently, the building itself contained
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an embedded history within which the fiction of the play could resonate. The
formula (although not the time frame) was repeated for TheatreWorks second
house play staged in Linden three years later: Full House/No Vacancies (Paul
Davies 1989). Here audiences were again subdivided into three groups and
rotated through simultaneous, repeated scenes, in different orders, implementing
a similar staging strategy to Fefu and Living Rooms.

(photos TheatreWorks Archive)
Figure 9. Character transitions in Full House/No Vacancies:
Clockwise from Top Left: Morrey mingles with arriving ‘guests’,
Freddie and Gareth cross to Rosie’s room, Sheila returns to her room,
Rosie heads towards Freddie’s room. Nick crosses to Sheila’s,
‘Cleaner’/Stage Manager (Paul Davies) keeps time with stopwatch.
A concluding scene brought together all three groups (and the cast) for a final
dénouement (a “Happy Hour”) in the dilapidated brick dining room added to the
rear of Linden during its boarding house iteration. In this play however, unlike
Living Rooms, all the action was sited in the same heterochrony: the ‘present’ of
1989. Full House was directed by Robin Laurie who also directed
TheatreWorks’ very first , technically site-specific play: performed in and
around a family tent pitched on a number of ‘locations’.
‘In-tents’ experiences (1981 – 1984)
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The ‘tent show’ genre was another form of static location play, and
TheatreWorks’ first example was aptly (and perhaps optimistically) entitled The
Go Anywhere Show. It was to be the newly formed company’s calling card in
their chosen site of operations: Melbourne’s vast eastern suburbs. Director,
Robin Laurie carries a direct personal link between New and Next waves in
Australian theatre practice, having originally been a member of the Australian
Performing Group (‘Pram Factory’ – New Wave) and later a key figure in Circus
Oz20. Laurie was witness to les événements de Mai 1968 in Europe, had studied
Grotowski and Schechner, and brought back from her travels, (building on her
experience of agit-prop), a very physical style of performance: creating largerthan-life characters in the best Commedia tradition. This style became especially
useful in overcoming problems of audibility that usually attend performance in
real places.
Laurie had also worked with John Arden and Margareta D’arcy in the Cartoon
Archetypical Slogan Theatre. ‘CAST’ mounted performances at various
demonstrations in the UK where the quality of mobility (also common to many
of TheatreWorks’ location plays), was fully explored, as agit-prop performance
often attached itself to moving demonstrations. Thus the requirement to keep
moving was paramount. Laurie recalls an illustrative anecdote:
We had to think about making big images because you were moving all the time.
It was a parade after all. You had to move past people, do the piece and then
move on and do it all again. It wasn’t just display… Once I was dressed as a
Vietcong, wearing black pyjamas with white face. At one stage [film director]
John Duigan [dressed as a US solider] was pretending to rape me – we were
doing push ups on the street – and an old lady came up and beat him with an
umbrella. We had to think about space, image and movement, and have a clear
sense of what they were seeing. 21

20

A description and analysis can be found in Geoffrey Milne’s Theatre Australia
(Un)Limited Australian Theatre since the 1950s. Australian Playwrights. Ed. Veronica
Kelly. Amsterdam; New York: Rodopi, 2004.
21
Robin Laurie. Personal Interview TheatreWorks Archive, Fryer Library. 28
Sept. 11.
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(photo TheatreWorks Archive)
Figure 10. The Go Anywhere Show TheatreWorks (Group Devised) 1981
Back: Peter Finlay, Caz Howard, Suzi Fraser
Front: Tony Kishawi, Robin Laurie, Hannie Rayson
This play involved a homeless middle class family who were pretending to be on
a camping holiday in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs but who were actually
unemployed and therefore technically homeless. Thus the shopping centre, or
church hall or school in which the Dickens’ tent was pitched and around which
the performance took place, was potentially their place of abode for the night.
Consequently the site of performance bore an ironic relation to its emplacement
reinforcing their (comic) self delusion about their real circumstances. A second
version of the play, The Dick and Dolly Dickens Show was remounted in 1984
and performed in camping grounds along the Victorian coast during the summer
holidays. The play enacted TheatreWorks stated intention to ‘disturb’ its
audiences and because of the dispersed nature of spectatorship in public places
(such as shopping centres), the element of containerization in The Go Anywhere
Show remained a work in progress. The real solution was to come with The
Tram Show a year later but, as with most traditional theatre, Go Anywhere
audiences remained essentially static and separate from the action, looking on
from outside a performative circle centered in and around the tent. To this extent
their subjectivity was more assumed than fashioned and the relation between
play and place less authentic.
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The ‘empty auditorium’: a play in cinema (1984)
A third form of static location play was Peter Sommerfeld’s Dee Jay View
produced in the Universal Cinema in Fitzroy in 1984. In a redaction of Peter
Brook’s idea of the ‘empty space’ (i.e. ‘stage’) the raked Universal’s auditorium
was cleared of seats so that the drama unfolded in what should have been the
audience space; while the audience itself was positioned up on the stage/screen
area, looking back. Into this empty auditorium director, Barbara Ciszewska,
deployed a pared-back performance style devoid of props. This allowed
characters to physically occupy, not only the space of an old cinema (a key
location for their cultural formation as teenagers) but also each other –
sometimes literally as furniture.

Figure 11. Dee Jay View Peter Sommerfeld (1984)
Jeremy Stanford and Suzi Rosedale ‘occupy’
Chris Barry and Bernadette Ryan as chairs
At the time (the mid 1980s) TheatreWorks was still theatrically homeless, and so
the company remained in the business of finding new places to stage their
increasingly, spatially adventurous plays. Thus, while the cinema location for
Dee Jay View may not be strictly site-specific (in the sense that scenes located
other than in a cinema were replicated in the empty audience space – like a more
traditional stage play), the location nevertheless did carry a certain resonance for
a story set in a Hollywood saturated, 1960s Australia. In this sense the site-
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specificity of the piece was more thematic than literal, a certain authenticity in
spatial relationships was present but varied from scene to scene.
The Pub Show (1985)
A year after Dee Jay View, and by way of introducing itself into the St. Kilda
community, TheatreWorks produced a play which ‘occupied’ the Gerswhin
Room of St. Kilda’s iconic Esplanade Hotel. This was Peter Sommerfeld and
Dave Swann’s Pub Show (1985). The core characters comprised a local band
called “Eat The Rich” who achieve a success beyond their ability to cope. As the
play unfolds ‘on stage’ the audience get to watch “Eat The Rich” personally
implode over the course of playing a bracket of songs for a typical pub-band
performance of that era.

(photo Maurice Rinaldi)
Figure 12. The Pub Show TheatreWorks 1985
“Eat The Rich” on stage at the Gerswhin Room
L-R Leonie Hurry, Jeremy Stanford, Boris Conley, Taya Stratton,
Danny Nash, Caz Howard
For a casual fan of pub bands of that era it was not immediately obvious that a
play, as such was actually taking place between (and sometimes during) the
songs. Like other location examples, some characters were also salted in among
the audience. Here they ‘performed’ the roles of bouncer, roadie, police officer,
and a young groupie who claims to be pregnant to ‘Tony’ one of the band
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members. Meanwhile ‘Carmen’ slyly tries to sell drugs to random members of
the audience, breaking through theatre’s fourth and fifth walls.

(photo Maurice Rinaldi)
Figure 13. The Pub Show Boris Conley (‘Trevor Murphy’) back to camera
and Paul Davies (‘Dug’) patrolling the performative domain.

The bouncer and the singing policeman, both commedia ‘comicos’ or ‘zannis’
and played by the same actor (myself), quite literally ‘police’ the portal between
the heterotopia of the alleged ‘rock concert’ going on in the Gershwin Room,
and ordinary customers and staff in other parts of the hotel, or even in some
cases, intruders (literally gate-crashers) from outside the hotel altogether. In this
sense The Pub Show, unusually for the house sub-genre, managed to construct a
sixth wall interface with an outside reality. And in this way the integrity of the
mock rock performance is maintained as a counter-site to its ambient physical
emplacement (other bars and rooms in the Esplanade Hotel and its immediate
surrounds).
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The Boat Show (1983)

(photo Ivan Jonston)
Figure14. Breaking Up In Balwyn (Paul Davies 1983).
An uninvited passenger waits to board the MV Yarra Princess.
The Boat Show was chronologically the third example of a TheatreWorks’
location theatre play but it had a more artificial quality than its trambulating
predecessor and was in much less immediate contact with its external world. A
river bank is not as accessible to a party boat as a city street is to a passing tram,
and therefore what became known as the Boat Show, while still presenting a
mobile stage, was much less permeable and therefore offered less sixth wall
opportunities. Consequently, entrances and exits had to be more carefully stage
managed. Examples include the incursion of the ex-husband disguised as a
‘gorilla-gram’ (Figure 14) and the return of the Greek ‘frenchmaid’ after interval
by means of a commandeered rubber dingy. However, part of the problem of
Breaking Up In Balwyn derives from the play being, in a sense, too “closed in on
itself”: an island both aesthetically and spatially. It was simply a too
hermetically sealed from its external reality. The play was staged as a divorce
celebration, a kind of inverted wedding reception, set aboard a party boat hired
for the occasion. Here the audience’s subjectivity was framed by their being the
invited friends and family of Samantha and Nigel – the gay divorcee and her
new boyfriend.
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(photo Ivan Johnston)
Figure 15. Enter ‘Samantha’ (Hannie Rayson) the gay divorcee.
Nigel: “She took the honey out of honeymoon
and spread it on a toast to the bride”
The Boat Show applied similar site-specific strategies to the Tram in engaging
the senses of touch, taste and smell with which to fashion the audience’s
subjectivity and aid their immersion in the play’s events. This involved serving
drinks and ‘divorce cake’, in addition to showing home movies and exploring
haptic space by mixing characters and ‘guests’ in an anti-bridal waltz.
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(photo
Ivan Johnston)
Figure 16. Feeling the Actors.
An audience member joins in the anti-bridal waltz with ‘Nigel’ (Peter Finlay).

The Tram Show (1982-1994)

(image The Age 4 Mar. 1982)
Figure 17. Storming Mont Albert By Tram (Paul Davies 1982).
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Of all TheatreWorks location plays of the 1980s, the Tram Show proved to be its
most enduring and popular. The quantum leap in forming audience subjectivities
here was to make them complicit in the action as fellow passengers on a tram. It
provided a secure but permeable container plus it moved through a constantly
changing landscape ensuring that mobility and sixth wall engagements went
with the territory (literally). An audience’s subjective experience of the play
could also be shaped by a random, outside gaze looking back in – with the added
advantage of being in on the joke.

(images TheatreWorks Archive)
Figure 18. Storming Mont Albert By Tram. Various scenes on and off the tram.
Trams and busses were not only ideal theatrical containers they automatically
implicated their audiences as passengers who were able to follow the action as it
happened all around them and as it frequently left vehicle to engage with the
space of the street outside; where they could even become aware of their own
witnessing via the mirror effect of a tram’s window at night (the seventh wall
effect).
Additionally, the proximal relations of cast and audience allowed a range of
senses to be engaged. To give just two key examples of this ‘affective effect’.
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Figure 19. The ‘Blood’ moment in Storming St. Kilda 1988.
Ticket inspector Morris Stanley (Johnnie Walker) stares horrified at
what he thinks is the ‘derro’s’ blood. While onlookers erupt with laughter.
Figure 19 shows the moment in the story where the ticket inspector has
accidentally stabbed the ‘derro’ character in an inept tussle over a plastic knife
(originally brought on by the punk character ‘Terry’ – another zanni). As the
‘derro’ slumps the inspector turns to confront the audience with hands smeared
in a thick red fluid. The fact that the audience can already smell that it is tomato
sauce amplifies their enjoyment of his confusion and distress. They know this is
only a piece of theatre and so fake blood is to be expected. However, in a twist
on the ‘generic credibility’ of fake bleeding as identified by Lucy Nevitt,22 this
really is meant to be tomato sauce – since it stems from the derro’s meat pie (put
under his coat to keep it warm and accidentally mashed up in there by Morris in
their struggle over the plastic knife). As a result, with sauce all over his hands,
the ‘stage character’ Morris acts perfectly within what is generically credible for
a theatre performance and ‘mistakes’ the sauce for blood. The audience
experience of this moment comes from the collision of, and disjunction between,
all these sensory perceptions. Like an alternating current that creates electricity,
complex, sensually rich, information exchanges are taking place as fiction
resonates with(in) reality. This is what gave The Tram Show and many of
Melbourne’s location plays their special appeal. But the authenticity of the
spatial relationships is what underpins their success.

22

Nevitt, Lucy. "Popular Entertainments and the Spectacle of Bleeding." Popular
Entertainment Studies 1.2 (2010): 78-92.
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Another sense available to the site-specific practitioner is that of touch: haptic
space.

(image TheatreWorks Archive)
Figure 20. Breaking through theatre’s fourth and fifth walls.
‘Alice’ (Mary Sitarenos) collapses into the lap of a passenger on news of her
sacking.
“I remember faces up close…whole families hysterically laughing.”23

Figure 20 depicts another moment in Mont Albert just after the ticket inspector
has sacked ‘Alice’ the conductress, for “gross dereliction of duty” – specifically,
for failing to sell a ticket to the punk character. In her grief at losing her job,
Alice literally throws herself sobbing loudly, onto the nearest passenger and in
this case the passenger involved responds with what looks like sympathy,
tempered by shock and amused disbelief that this could actually be happening.
In fact, the audience member mirrors Alice’s surrendering gesture by turning her
own cheek onto the ‘passenger’ next to her, extending the hug. In this example
therefore, the architecture of the inter-personal correspondence between
performer and spectator, and between spectators themselves, has shifted some
distance from that which is normally available in a theatre that privileges vision.
However, haptic relations are also overlaid with cultural tendencies, provisions
and taboos, and so are consequently fraught with risk and trespass, requiring
careful management.
Nevertheless, the elision of personal space in the confined circumstances of a
crowded tram, involving both body contact and body odour, can not only
23

Mary Sitarenos, personal interview TheatreWorks Archive, 3 Mar. 2010
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reinforce the authority of the invented heterotopia but also fashion an audience’s
subjective experience of it. This palette of sensual inter-connections, including
the pheromone effect, a type of ‘sixth sense’ or “intra-special, chemical
secretions”24. By these means the senses can also operate as signifiers of
character and social status, not to mention bodily habits and tendencies. Such an
order of intimacy is only available when audience and actors share the same
‘stage’ and that stage ‘bleeds’ at all points into its own ‘auditorium’.
But the authenticating markers of The Tram Show didn’t just relate to the
vehicle’s architecture, quotidian route, or a strict observance of public transport
protocols and behavior. There were also geographic markers. During the Tram
and Bus collision mentioned above, the Tram Show’s narrative, couldn’t proceed
until of course, the tram itself did since it hinged on characters arriving and
leaving as distributed along the route,

(Tram Production Documents. TheatreWorks Archive)
Figure 21 Text and the City: working production map showing character
entrances and exits for Storming St. Kilda By Tram (1988).
Green line shows tram route.
24

‘pheromone’. Shorter Oxford.
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Here diegetic and literal spaces where interdependent in such a way that the
(spatial) progression of The Tram Show resonated with the city through which it
moved at a certain demographic level. For example, wealthy Samantha HartByrne (who’s never been on public transport before) alights in middle-class
Balwyn, while Cathy Waterman, the escort girl, arrives as the tram reaches a
seedier part of town.
Location Theatre Today
By the early 1990s, as Julian Meyrick indicates, Melbourne’s inclination
towards site-specific practice continued to colonise an increasing variety of real
places. A look at the situation today shows that the locus of site-specific practice
has shifted (back?) to Europe and in particular to the UK, where both the
recently formed National Theatres of Scotland and Wales have a distinct sitespecific agenda.

Figure 22. UK Site-specific companies 1980-2012
It should be emphasized that not all of these groups are exclusively site-specific,
and again, this is still very much a work in progress, but there can be little doubt
the epicenter of the S-I-T-E-geist in theatre practice has now shifted to the UK
and Europe as Figure 22 shows.
However, alternative theatre in Melbourne theatre continues to provide some
fertile examples of experimentation with the site-specific form, indeed, some of
it still supported by TheatreWorks in a remarkable demonstration of longevity
for such a small (and therefore always financially vulnerable) company.
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(photo Joe Armano The Age [17 Sept. 2012]: 20)
Figure 23 Hullo My Name Is…(2012) Nicola Gunn far right
at TheatreWorks Parish Hall
Hullo My Name Is, written and performed by Nicola Gunn, serves as a recent
example. Here upon arrival, audience members are given their own name tag as
a ticket of entry (reading “Hullo My Name Is…”) and invested with the role of
someone attending a Community Centre (which is what the TheatreWorks space,
as Parish Hall, essentially remains).
At one point, armed with a megaphone, Gunn leads her audience out of the
building into the random reality of Acland Street where she reflects out loud to
all and sundry on the angst of being an artist, going down on one knee on the
footpath in front of an empty pedestal (an item of street furniture) to embellish
her point. Back at the ‘community centre’ (Parish Hall) she singles out and then
lies on top of an audience member, engaging haptic space to the maximum (and
pushing any personal or cultural sensitivities to the limit) by deploying what she
calls the ‘body blanket’ manoeuvre. Then Gunn hands out art materials for a life
drawing class and peeling off a dressing gown poses for us clad only in her radio
microphone – all the while continuing a monologue that relates an unfolding
story of desire and the search for identity (for a ‘Name’ with to contest and
challenge the forces of anonymity).
I can readily accept that this might not be everybody’s idea of a great night out
in the theatre. But I was amused, intrigued, and a little bit shocked (at the body
blanket manoeuvre – perhaps more relieved that it wasn’t me). My name was
‘Paul” and I knew I didn’t have to take part in any of this unless I really wanted
to, and in any case, I readily enough found myself holding hands with complete
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strangers while we all stood with eyes closed in a big circle. But I’m from Byron
Bay and am pretty balanced about haptic my relations generally.
In the best traditions of the site-specific genre, Hullo My Name Is… is a play
about personal isolation that nevertheless creates overt personal connections not
only between Gunn and her audience (at times quite intimately so), but also
within the audience themselves, again crashing through theatre’s fifth wall. As in
earlier Theatre Works’ plays I became part of ‘a community of the audience’,25
something not available to the individual spectator at a sight-specific event –
whether screen based or live. Hullo My Name Is… won the 2012 Melbourne
Fringe Award for best “Experimental Performance.”
In summary, the point about all the plays under discussion are :
* They provide new ways of presenting & experiencing dramatic stories.
* They do this by fashioning various and subtle new subjectivities for their
audiences (compared to more traditional theatrical presentations).
* The organizing principles are: containerization, authenticity (of space and
place), complicity (of audience and actors) in the occupation of that place, and
mobility (of stage or audience or both).
* Given the interface of fictional and non-fictional elements they also carry
elements of risk requiring careful management.
* The quest for authenticity can take architectural, behavioral, demographic,
historical forms. This not a call for adherence to a strict set of resemblances but
more about implementing a kind of harmonic (spatial) resonance between space
of play and place of performance. Such a resonance allows a fuller immersion
for an audience in the dramatic story being told.
* The often proximal nature of the experience also allows the deployment of a
range of senses beyond sight and hearing: the ‘affect effect’.
* They may sometimes also engage with a reality external to the play (via the
‘sixth wall’).
And therefore,

25

A fuller discussion of this can be found in Paul Davies, “Transiting through the
Cultures of Suburbia: How TheatreWorks Discovered the Community of an
Audience.” Australasian Drama Studies 60 (April 2012): 138-156.
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* They offer ever more inventive ways of occupying space for performative
purposes.
* They also use existing spaces and consequently are relatively inexpensive to
mount.
* Consequently, most of the investment goes into people and ideas (instead of
real estate).
* Perhaps most importantly, they restore a certain Benjaminian aura26 to the
practice of live theatre and the business of popular entertainment generally, in an
age where the vision-centred/screen-dominated, digital revolution produces only
virtual audiences for cyber spaces – the very antithesis of the social spaces under
discussion here.27
Thus if the 1980s could be bracketed at the beginning by the assassination of
John Lennon in the streets of New York (definitively ending the dream of the
1960s), and bracketed at the end by the fall of the Berlin Wall (marking the
inauguration of the ‘New World Order’ [sic]) then the decade may well be read
as a kind of liminal moment between the end of the dream and the beginning of
the nightmare: a kind of drowsy wakefulness in which things actually got done
and alternative theatre practice became possible at a professional level across a
wide spectrum of companies and activities. We might hesitate to call
Melbourne’s body of location plays a ‘revolution’ in theatre practice – it clearly
built upon a number of prior inclinations and tendencies – but if only in the
cross-fertilization of ideas and people it certainly constituted an important
movement, a sub-branch as it were of the Australian ‘Second’ or ‘Next Wave’
theatre.
In any case, if the ‘art of theatre’ (to borrow Appia’s phrase) is to find new
expressivities, if it is going to be more than just a bunch of voyeurs beholding a
mob of exhibitionists, I would argue that it needs to continue to embrace the sitespecific model and further explore, as Shakespeare predicted, the almost infinite
number of ways in which dramatic fiction can be playfully mounted in real

26

See Walter Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in The Age of Mechanical Reproduction”
in Illuminations: Essays and Reflections. Ed. and Trans. Harry Zohn. New York:
Shocken Books, 1968: 217-252.
27
Although digital inter-connectivity has already been co-opted as a means of
gathering in live audiences for performances. The United Kingdom’s Blast Theory
company is internationally recognized for this kind of work. Other ways of fashioning
audience engagement involve incorporating various strategies for playing games with
audiences, including ways of ‘crowd-sourcing’ the narrative (i.e. where audiences
help make up the story). Elements of ‘cos play’ and flash mobs can also be involved.
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places, proving once again Jacques’ point in As You Like It, that “All the
world’s a stage.”28
(8010)

28

As You Like It (Act II Scene vii: 139-142).

